Multi-Operator Fact Sheet

certified reseller

Ideal for food halls, entertainment venues, stadiums, and more, GoTab for Multi-Operator
locations is here. Streamline and simplify your payouts while allowing all vendors to
control their own menus.
Vendors are empowered with access to their own product catalog and sales, while
also creating a seamless ordering experience for guests. Get a unified QR ordering
experience for all vendors, with all the features and benefits that a single GoTab location
would have.

Sales & Reporting
Vendors get real-time access to individual
sales reports.

Easier Payouts
Payouts, including taxes and tips, are
transferred directly to each vendor, on a daily
basis.

Total Menu Control
Each vendor can individually manage their
own products and menus.

The Impact:
• 20% Higher Tips
• 35% – 50% Higher Check Averages
• 25% Faster Table Turns
• 30% – 50% Increased Labor Efficiency
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A Unified Experience with Individualized
Control & Reporting
Transparency in Sales
Payouts will be made directly to each vendor on
a daily basis, including tips and taxes and each
vendor can access their individual sales and tab
data in real-time. For multi-vendor transactions,
tips are automatically allocated by percentage of
sales. Sales percentage allocation, including any
vendor fees, can also be automated to the parent
location.

Individually Customized
Though all vendor menus are available from
the same QR, each vendor can create their own
menus and products to align with their brand.
Orders are routed to their respective vendors’
Kitchen Display System and/or printer. Vendors
can add and customize notices to their individual
menus, easing communication with their guests.

Increased Visibility
Guests can view all vendors’ menus directly from
one QR code, amplifying the visibility that vendors
have and easing the guests’ ordering experience –
no app downloads required.

How it Works

Individual vendors will have
their own dashboard and
create their own menu and
products.
Each menu is then shared
with the parent location.
Guests will scan and order
from one QR showcasing all
vendors.
Once guests pay their tab,
tips are allocated to each
vendor by percentage of
sales.
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